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guaranteeing a clean shot than just the gun and the 
ammo. You’ve paid your dues. You’ve read the articles, 
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is ever the same-and we know that. Shooters Ridge™ 

offers the most reliable and affordable shooting 
gear so you can rest assured you have all the tools 
you need to deliver that quality shot. As you page 
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10/22 accessories
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10/22® accessories

new

new

Shooters Ridge is happy to introduce products dedicated to the 
Ruger® 10/22® with our new magazine and magazine loader. 
Utilize these two accessories as you take your 10/22® to the range-
you’ll love spending less time reloading, and more time shooting.

10/22® magaZine
Reliably	and	effortlessly	feed	your	favorite	plinking	firearm	with	
this	new	magazine.	Features	unique	clean-out	door	that	allows	the	
removal	of	wax	build-up,	and	convenient	right-handed	jungle	clip	
that	offers	up	to	50	rounds	quickly.	The	factory	designed	header	
insures	consistent	feeding	and	ejection.	The	25	Round	Ruger®	
10/22®	Magazine	will	keep	your	firearm	blazing	all	day	long.	

40420 25 round ruger 10/22 Magazine

10/22® magazine loader
Plinking	all	day	at	the	range	can	be	fun,	but	loading	the	
magazine	time	after	time	can	start	to	wear	on	your	thumb.	
The	new	10/22®	Magazine	Loader	will	load	all	factory	and	
high	capacity	magazines	in	seconds.	The	portable	design	
makes	it	perfect	for	a	day	in	the	field	or	on	the	range.

40430 ruger 10/22 Magazine Loader
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bi-podsbi-pods
bi-pods
These	sturdy	bi-pods	are	specifically	designed	for	hunters	
who	need	a	steady,	portable	and	versatile	rest	in	the	field.	
With	four	length	options,	including	the	new	14”– 29	1/4”
offering,	there’s	a	standard	bi-pod	to	fit	your	needs.

40854 adjustable 6”-  9”

40853 adjustable 9”- 13”

40852 adjustable 13 1/2”-  23”

40452 adjustable 14”- 29 1/4”

Pivot bi-pod
Headlining	this	year’s	offerings	is	the	new	14”–	
29	1/4”	pivoting	bi-pod.	It	is	the	tallest	option	
available	from	Shooters	Ridge	and	allows	you	
to	shoot	from	a	kneeling	or	sitting	position—
making	target	acquisition	quicker	and	easier.	
The	pivot	feature	allows	you	to	shoot	from	a	
variety	of	uneven	terrain.

40855 adjustable 6”- 9”

40856 adjustable 9”- 13”

40857 adjustable 13 1/2”- 23”

40453 adjustable 14”- 29 1/4”

new

new
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These shot-assuring products are a must for hunters on the 
go. Our mono-pods and bi-pods provide a sturdy rest 
when and where you need it most. Utilize the variety 
of length options to find one just right for you.bi-podsbi-pods

new

new

o

Attached mono-pod
Next	time	you	have	that	quarry	in	your	sights,	be	sure	your	shot	is	placed	
exactly	where	you	want	it.	With	the	innovative	design	of	the	Mono-Pod	
you	can	quickly	and	quietly	set	up	to	take	almost	any	shot	you	desire.	The	
Mono-Pod	works	great	for	both	tree	stand	and	ground	hunting.

40863 Mono-pod adjustable 14”- 30”

ar-15 bi-pod adaptor
Mounting	a	Shooters	Ridge	Bi-Pod	to	your	firearm	can	also	
improve	your	accuracy.	With	the	new	AR-15	Bi-Pod	adaptor,	
quickly	and	easily	mount	a	Shooters	Ridge	Bi-Pod	to	your	
AR-15	style	gun.	Designed	for	round	hand	guard	models,	it	
comes	with	a	detachable	swivel	included.

40450 ar-15 adaptor

steady pod
When	quiet	counts,	be	sure	you	have	a	Steady	Pod	on	
hand	to	provide	silent	security	afield.	The	gun	cradle	
steadies	your	firearm,	and	the	telescoping	legs	provide	
a	sturdy	base	from	any	position.	Sitting,	standing	or	
kneeling,	you’ll	be	ready	for	that	trophy	target.

40851 adjustable 17”- 40”

40850 adjustable 26”- 64”
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shooting sticksshooting sticks

tri-leg™ shooting sticks
When	that	tough	shot	presents	itself,	be	prepared	with	
the	shot-steadying	Tri-Leg™	Shooting	Sticks.	These	
Shooting	Sticks	form	a	tri-pod	rest	for	the	ultimate	in	
stability	and	come	in	a	convenient	belt-carrying	pouch.

40451 tri-Leg shooting sticks 38” expanded, 14 1/2” folded

new

fixed-length shooting sticks
When	in	the	field,	a	hunter	never	knows	exactly	when	the	time	to	
take	the	shot	will	come.	With	the	Fixed-Length	Shooting	Sticks	
you	can	quickly	steady	yourself	for	precise	shot	placement.	

40862 Fixed-Length shooting sticks 38”

new

shooting sticks
Uneven	terrain,	challenging	angle,	no	margin	
for	error:	No	problem.	Shooters	Ridge	Shooting	
Sticks	provide	a	Rock	Steady™	rest	for	even	
the	toughest	shots.	This	handy	tool	effortlessly	
assembles	as	legs	pull	together	and	lock	into	
place.	Included	is	a	handy	“belt-carrying“
pouch	for	your	convenience.

40860 shooting sticks 69” expanded, 15 1/2” folded

40861 shooting sticks 38” expanded, 14 1/2” folded
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A full line of lightweight shooting sticks from Shooters Ridge helps hunters 
deliver devastatingly precise shots from a variety of angles and shooting 
positions. Increase your range and confidence 
for even the toughest shots with products 
that can handle all types of terrain.shooting sticksshooting sticks

new

Deluxe stalk stick®

There’s	no	need	to	carry	a	rest	AND	a	hiking	staff	when	in	the	field.	Support	

yourself	in	rough	terrain	with	the	innovative	2-in-1	Deluxe	Stalk	Stick®.	The	soft	
grip	handle	and	sturdy	twist	locking	legs	provide	stability	whether	stalking	or	just	
walking.	Just	slide	the	retractable	shooting	yoke	into	position	when	that	perfect	
shot	presents	itself.	Also	comes	with	a	convenient	wrist	strap.

40458 deluxe stalk stick

stalk stick®

The	Stalk	Stick®	provides	hunters,	spotters	and	photographers	alike	with	a	
secure	rest	in	the	field.	The	molded	hand	piece	and	wrist	strap	help	facilitate	
a	secure	grip	whether	you	are	using	a	gun,	spotting	scope	or	camera.

40858 stalk stick

turkey pod
Maximize	your	range	and	solidify	your	confidence	with	the	Turkey	
Pod.	The	pointed	end	for	staking	and	cupped	rest	area	provide	a	
stable	gun	rest	for	those	in	pursuit	of	that	monster	Tom.

40859 turkey pod
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shooting restsshooting rests

deluxe rifle rest
Constructed	of	nothing	less	than	rigid,	tubular	steel,	you’ll	appreciate	
this	shoulder-saver.	The	micro	adjustable	windage	and	elevation	
adjustments	assure	precise	shots.	The	butt	stock	cradle	drastically	
reduces	felt	recoil	and	it	collapses	without	tools	for	easy	storage.	
Next	time	you	sight	in,	you’ll	be	spot	on.

40804 deluxe rifle rest

Micro	windage	
adjustment

Adjustable
height
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Expert shooters everywhere have been using these outstanding 
shooting rests. These durable rests save your shoulder when 
sighting in your rifle and feature easy-to-use 
windage and elevation adjustment knobs. shooting restsshooting rests

shooting rest with gun vise
Accomplished	hunters	and	shooters	know	how	important	
it	is	to	have	a	steady	rest.	This	rest	features	full	360
rotation	and	allows	quick	major	and	minor	elevation	
adjustments,	making	it	very	effective	for	use	on	varmints.	
Take	the	rest	home	after	the	hunt,	and	you	have	an	excellent	
vise	to	clean	your	gun.

40873 shooting rest with gun vise

handgun rest
This	handgun	rest	is	as	solid	as	they	come.	Its	precise	
elevation	adjustment	capabilities	and	leather	hand	rest	
all	but	guarantee	you’ll	find	your	mark.	And	the	rigid	
steel	construction	guarantees	it	will	be	on	the	range	
with	you	for	years	to	come.

40875 handgun rest

Shown	with
Gun	Vise

o
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new

benches & gun vises benches & gun vises 
deluxe shooting bench
The	new	“soft	top”	on	the	Deluxe	Shooting	Bench	comes	
with	rolled	edges	to	prevent	ammo	or	brass	roll-off.	The	
spotting	scope	bracket	swings	out	of	the	way	when	not	
in	use,	and	the	removable	shooting	yoke	allows	for	a	20º	
shot	swing.	The	bench	has	a	vertically	adjustable	seat	
and	folds	for	easy	transportation	making	it	the	most	
complete	bench	on	the	market	today.

40897 deluxe shooting bench

portable shooting bench
For	the	shooter	on	the	move	that	requires	a	bench,	
Shooters	Ridge	has	the	answer.	This	steel	framed	
bench	folds	to	make	carrying	a	breeze.	The	forward	
adjustable	seat	allows	for	a	variety	of	shooter	sizes.	
Next	time	you	head	out,	make	sure	your	crosshairs	
find	their	mark	consistently	with	the	Shooters	Ridge	
Portable	Shooting	Bench.

40896 portable shooting bench
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benches & gun vises benches & gun vises When you are searching for a solid place to rest your gun, look no 
further than Shooters Ridge. Our durable vises provide a great place 
to clean and repair your firearm. The expertly 
designed benches serve as the perfect 
tool for a day of hunting or shooting.

magnum shooting vise
Designed	especially	for	magnum	firearms,	this	vise	
is	lightweight,	portable	and	boasts	an	adjustable	
rear	leg	for	precise	shots.	It	is	great	for	cleaning	
your	firearm	as	it	also	has	integral	supply	and	tool	
compartments	for	added	convenience.

40872 Magnum shooting vise

shooting vise
Sight	in	or	do	some	maintenance.	Either	one	will	be	a	
breeze	with	the	Shooting	Vise.	A	sturdy	construction	and	
adjustable	rear	foot	help	provide	consistent	accuracy.	It	
also	includes	adjustable	clamps	to	accommodate	most	
rifles	or	shotguns.

40871 shooting vise
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sand bagssand bags
new

solid combination
Use	the	Tri-Stance	Rest	with	an	optional	sand	
bag	and	the	Leather	Rear	Sand	Bag	for	an	
optimal	shooting	foundation.	With	this	set-up	
the	next	time	you	are	on	the	range,	you’ll	be	
able	to	precisely	dial	in	your	firearm.

Tri-stance rest
Use	this	rest	in	conjunction	with	our	sturdy	sand	bags	and	
you’ve	got	a	strong,	stable	and	custom	spot	to	sight	in	your	
rifle	or	pistol.	You’ll	be	knocking	on	the	door	of	the	x-ring	
when	you	zero-in	with	this	outstanding	combination.

40876 tri-stance rest

40874 tri-stance rest with Leather sand bag

featured with
optional sand bag
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Shooters Ridge offers a wide variety of heavy-duty sandbags for sighting-in 
your firearm. Front and rear options provide the perfect, 
custom fit for your gun. Fine-tune your rifle or pattern 
your shotgun using these sturdy, rugged tools.

Leather
Shooters	Ridge	leather	sand	filled	
bags	give	you	a	smooth	surface	for	
consistent	performance.

40476 two tone Front sand bag

40477 two tone rear sand bag

40478 two tone “shot bag” sand bag

40475 small Front two tone sand bag 

40472 two tone Front sand bag pre-Filled

40473 two tone rear sand bag pre-Filled

40474 two tone “shot bag” sand bag pre-Filled

40471 small Front two tone pre-Filled sand bag

40470 Filled suede pair

40878 Leather Front sand bag

40877 Leather rear sand bag

40483 “shot bag” Leather sand bag

40481 Leather Front sand bag pre-Filled

40479 Leather rear sand bag pre-Filled

40482 “shot bag” Leather sand bag pre-Filled

40879 Leather Front sand bag small

40480 Leather Front sand bag small pre-Filled

large frontrear

shot bag

small front

leather sand bags
large front

rear

shot bagVelcro	Straps small front

two -tone sand bags

two-tone
Shooters	Ridge	two-tone	bags	come	
filled	with	a	lightweight	alternative	
to	sand	and	the	suede	helps	your	
gun	get	grip	at	the	shooting	surface.

Filled Suede 
Pair
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shooting bagsshooting bags
varminter bag
This	time,	leave	your	shooting	rest	at	home	
and	bring	some	extra	rounds,	you’ll	have	
room.	The	Varminter	Bag	does	it	all.	Its	
unique	integral	shooting	rest	ensures	steady	
shots,	while	the	extra	large	shooting	mat	
provides	comfort	in	the	field.

40485 varminter bag

magnum gear bag
Hunters	and	shooters	require	all	the	right	equipment	for	
a	day	in	the	field.	With	the	Magnum	Gear	Bag,	take	a	
little	extra	and	be	prepared.	Stash	everything	you	need	
for	a	day	on	the	range	or	in	the	field	in	this	versatile	bag.

40488 Magnum gear bag

Shotgunner bag
When	you	head	out	for	a	day	of	shotgunning,	you	
need	to	be	ready	for	anything.	The	tough,	versatile	
Shotgunner	Bag	comes	standard	with	a	choke	
tube	carrying	case	and	allows	you	to	store	all	of	
your	gear,	including	empty	hulls,	all	in	one	bag.

40489 shotgunner bag

retractable gun rest
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shooting bags

o

For hunters and shooters on the go, getting firearms and equipment to the final 
destination is always a big challenge. That’s why we offer Field and 
Range Bags. Constructed of 1200 Denier, these rugged bags 
are sure to accommodate all types of shooters and hunters.

compact field & range bag
Always	want	to	bring	a	couple	of	handguns	to	the	
range,	but	don’t	usually	have	room?	Conveniently	
and	legally	transport	your	handgun	in	either	of	
the	lockable	padded	pistol	pouches	located	on	
both	sides	of	the	bag.

40486 compact Field & range bag

pistol range bag
A	go-round	at	your	local	gun	club	requires	all	of	your	
essential	equipment.	This	bag	provides	ample	storage	
space	and	includes	a	padded,	lockable	pistol	case	for	
safely	carrying	your	handgun.	It’s	everything	you	need	
for	serious	handgun	action,	all	in	one	handy	bag.

40487 pistol range bag
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gun racksgun racks

truck rack
The	Truck	Rack	is	the	most	convenient	and	sturdy	way	
to	transport	your	guns	directly	in	your	vehicle.	This	rack	
mounts	on	the	back	of	most	truck	and	SUV	seats	and	
features	flexible	hooks	and	sturdy	fasteners	that	will	
ensure	a	safe	ride	for	your	firearm.

40892 truck rack

range gun rack
Hold	up	to	three	guns	with	this	sturdy,	metal	rack.	This	rack	
features	a	ground	spike	and	horizontal	supports	for	stability	
on	a	variety	of	soils.	It	is	lightweight,	portable	and	can	be	
positioned	to	provide	optimum	access	to	your	firearms.

40891 range gun rack
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Shooters Ridge Gun Racks provide a safe, secure and convenient place for your gun to 
rest, no matter what your mode of transportation. Featuring special 
racks for boats, trucks and ATVs, these lightweight, easy-to-
use products provide a worry-free place to stow firearms.

duck boat rack
Next	time	you	head	out	in	pursuit	of	waterfowl,	take	
advantage	of	the	lightweight,	portable	Duck	Boat	
Rack.	It	mounts	to	gunnels	with	ease	and	allows	
for	uninhibited	duck	calling.	Keep	your	
gun	clean,	dry,	safe	and	accessible.

40894 duck boat rack

atv rack
Protect	your	firearm	when	riding	cross-country	on	
your	ATV.	The	ATV	Rack	will	keep	your	gun	high	
and	dry	on	the	muddiest	of	trails.	Conveniently	
mount	this	rugged	and	secure	rack	right	to	an	
existing	cargo	rack	or	on	your	handlebars.

40893 atv rack

always unload your 
gun before using 
any gun rack
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swivelsswivels
If you spend time hunting in rough terrain, 
you know the value of a good gun sling. Make 
sure yours is securely fastened to your trophy-
taker with Shooters Ridge Swivels.

swivels
Shooters	Ridge	Swivels	are	weather-proof	and	
detach	quickly	and	easily.	A	tight	fit	minimizes	
sling	movement	and	these	swivels	are	available	
for	the	most	popular	gun	styles.

10260 1 1/4” swivels For premounted studs

10261 1” swivels For premounted studs

10262 For bolt actions with at Least a 5/8” deep Forend

10263 For Most pump and semi-auto shotguns

10264 For bolt action rifles

10266 winchester 94/Marlin 336

10269 bulk swivels-25 pair 1”
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MerchandisersMerchandisers
Shooters Ridge Merchandisers effectively display 
this diverse line of products for consumers. Take 

advantage of two offerings to boost sales of these 
high-quality shooting accessories.

shooting bag display
Shooters	Ridge	designed	this	merchandiser	
to	show	off	their	complete	line	of	gear	and	
sand	bags.	Consumers	are	sure	to	find	the	
perfect	product	for	their	shootings	needs	as	
this	merchandiser	prominently	displays	all	
available	offerings.

40898 shooting bag display

end cap merchandiser
This	merchandiser	shows	the	full	spectrum	
of	Shooters	Ridge	products.	From	bi-pods	
and	shooting	sticks	to	high-capacity	
magazines,	consumers	will	be	able	to	find	
it	all.	Showcase	these	great	accessories	and	
watch	them	fly	off	the	shelves.

40890 end cap Merchandiser
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ammunition & related products
A unique collection of brands that gives shooting
and outdoor enthusiasts everything they need in
one place. From ammunition and reloading
equipment to gun cleaning chemicals and accessories,

ATK Ammunition and Related Products offers 
advanced, high-performance products. Look 
for these leading suppliers under the ATK 
Ammunition and Related Products umbrella.

W e  p r o u d l y  s u p p o r t

ducks unlimited • the Foundation for North American Wild sheep • Izaak Walton league of America 
the National Wild turkey Federation • pheasants Forever • the rocky Mountain elk Foundation 

safari Club International • Whitetails unlimited • Becoming an outdoors Woman 
Women in the outdoors • 4-H shooting sports program • the Boy scouts of America 

International Hunter education Association and Civilian Marksmanship program

Onalaska Operations • N5549 County Trunk Z • Onalaska, WI 54650 • 1.800.635.7656 • www.shootersridge.com • ©2006
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